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Abstract: For a transition toward the circular economy (CE) at the firm level, circular innovations are
an essential requirement. Many companies are still hesitant to introduce circular solutions, as their
future success chances are difficult to predict. Circular solutions often imply a high uncertainty and
complexity because they are designed over multiple life cycles and are strongly interconnected with
diverse stakeholders. Therefore, an effective selection process tailored to circular innovation is of
great advantage. This study examines circular project selection by investigating selection processes
and evaluation criteria for circular innovation management. A qualitative research design was
chosen, including 18 in-depth interviews with CE experts and representatives from CE pioneer
companies. Findings on the selection process show that circular innovation projects are often
embedded in a strategic CE framework decision. Whereas idea generation is usually approached
bottom-up involving different stakeholders, project evaluation is rather performed top-down by top
management or in cross-functional teams. Furthermore, the study discusses evaluation criteria and
their CE implications in detail and structures them into a criteria framework that can be used in
multi-criteria decision models. This paper makes a theoretical contribution by connecting innovation
and CE literature and by providing new knowledge on the still scarcely explored topic of circular
project selection. As practical contribution, the study guides managers on how to approach project
selection in circular innovation management and thus supports their development toward a CE.

Keywords: circular economy; project selection; idea selection; circular innovation; multi-criteria
decision making

1. Introduction

“Transition from our current resource intensive economic growth model to a resource
efficient growth model, to a circular economy (CE), is not only absolutely necessary; it is
actually inevitable for all our economies.” [1]

The sustainability concept CE that Janez Potočnik, former EU Commissioner for the
Environment, refers to is gaining momentum, both in business and in academic research.
Our current economic system is based on a linear approach that depends on heavy con-
sumption of natural resources to enable growth [2]. However, in the future, the limited
availability of raw materials will combine with a rapidly growing world population [2,3].
This development jeopardizes the success of our economy in the long run [4,5]. It also
threatens our well-being, because more and more waste is created and increasingly pollutes
the environment [6]. As our current linear system cannot solve these problems, a new
economic model of circular thinking will be necessary [2,6]. The CE is a regenerative indus-
trial economy that aims at decoupling growth from the consumption of resources [6,7]. It
is usually regarded as part of the field sustainability as it has the potential to achieve an
environmental, economic, and social win for our society [8]. To obtain circularity, a circular
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design should be implemented throughout all stages of material life cycles [9]. Circular
solutions range from closed cycle solutions with biological and technical material cycles to
systemic solutions such as product-service systems (PSS) or connected mobility [6,10].

For the transition toward a CE at the firm level, circular innovation is a crucial pre-
requisite [6] to manage in a structured and guided innovation process [11,12]. An innova-
tion process generates product or service ideas, assesses their potential, and decides which
innovation projects should go to market launch [13]. Project selection decisions represent
an important success factor in innovation management [14] and relate to the context of
organizational decision making [15]. In the context of circular innovation, project selection
can be especially challenging. First, the success of circular solutions is difficult to predict,
as they are usually spread over multiple life cycles and often aim for strategic long-term
effects rather than for financial short-term impact [6,7,16,17]. Second, circular solutions
are integrated in a complex system of different stakeholders that influences their success
chances [18,19]. Third, a linear mindset and lack of support from employees, middle,
and top management can deter the implementation of circular innovations [16,18,20,21].
Therefore, it is crucial for companies to establish an effective project selection process that
involves the right decision makers and enables a valid evaluation of circular innovations.

Project selection in innovation management is usually based on criteria [14,22], an
approach premised on the notion of goal-based decision making [23,24]. The innovation
literature suggests a variety of evaluation criteria for project selection, including product
characteristics, financial performance, and strategy, but does not provide a uniform metric
scheme [22,25]. Literature on evaluation criteria for circular project selection is scarce.
Bertoni [26] investigates criteria for a specific case of early design of PSS in a case study,
and Alamerew et al. [27] derive criteria for circular product strategies from literature.
Both studies set the main focus on developing a multi-criteria decision model and, thus,
do not discuss evaluation criteria and their CE implications in detail. Other authors
propose criteria to evaluate the circularity of circular solutions, however, with a technical
or environmental rather than a business focus e.g., [28,29]. To contribute to the research
direction of circular project selection from an innovation perspective and provide detailed
insights on evaluation criteria that can be applied in multi-criteria decision models, further
research is needed. Given the uncertainty of forecasts and the complexity of influencing
factors for circular innovations, deeper knowledge on criteria evaluating the future business
potential of circular innovations is highly valuable. Therefore, the following research
question is examined:

RQ 1: Which criteria do CE pioneer companies regard as relevant for the evaluation of
circular innovation projects?

How evaluation criteria are applied and by whom the evaluation of innovation projects
is performed varies widely. Options range from bottom-up approaches involving crowds
in open evaluation [30] to top-down evaluations with decision makers such as top manage-
ment [31]. Which approaches and processes are suitable for circular project selection has
not been researched up to now. However, the high significance of diverse stakeholders for
circular innovation implies that evaluators for project selection have to be chosen carefully.
Circular innovation projects should not be held back by a lack of commitment from top
management; however, a bottom-up approach might increase the support of internal and
external stakeholders. To gain a deeper understanding of the evaluation process, the
application of evaluation criteria, and relevant stakeholders for circular project selection,
the following research question is investigated:

RQ 2: How do CE pioneer companies evaluate circular innovations and which stake-
holders are involved?

To answer the two research questions, a qualitative interview study was conducted
with 18 CE experts and representatives from CE pioneer companies that have introduced
game-changing or especially elaborated circular solutions. The findings examine the con-
text, process, and stakeholders for circular project selection. Additionally, they identify
relevant evaluation criteria with CE-specific implications and structure them into a com-
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prehensive framework. The study makes a theoretical contribution by connecting the CE
literature to innovation research and by deepening the understanding of circular project
selection. It supports companies on their way toward a CE by providing them with insights
from CE pioneer companies and by developing a criteria framework that can be used as a
master list for the evaluation of circular innovations. The next sections are structured as
follows: Section 2 describes the theoretical background of the study. Section 3 is concerned
with research design and methods. Section 4 presents empirical results, which are discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 entails final conclusions of the research project.

2. Theoretical Background

The theoretical background of this study relates to the concept of a circular economy
and to organizational decision making in circular innovation management that will be
described in the following.

2.1. The Concept of a Circular Economy

The origins of the CE go back to the idea of circular material flows [32] that was
further conceptualized by Pearce and Turner [33]. The concept of a CE is related to
various schools of thought [8,34], including industrial ecology [35], regenerative design [36],
performance economy [37], biomimicry [38], blue economy [39], and cradle-to-cradle
design [40]. Although there is no consensus definition of the CE, many authors base their
research on the CE understanding of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation [41,42] that regards
the CE as “an economy that is restorative and regenerative by design and aims to keep products,
components, and materials at their highest utility and value at all times” [7] (p. 46). The scope
of the CE concept is discussed controversially in literature. Some authors take a narrow
view of the CE focusing on the 3R framework (reduction, reuse, recycling) [5,43,44]. Others
regard this view as too narrow and emphasize the importance to implement circularity
throughout material life cycles including product development and customer relationship
management [9]. Geisendorf and Pietrulla [9] acknowledge the importance of products as
a service as part of a circular design but do not include them in the core definition of a CE.
In contrast, other authors see PSS as integral part of a CE [10].

This paper takes a broad understanding of the CE and distinguishes two types of
circular solutions: closed cycle solutions with biological and technical material cycles
and systemic solutions, including PSS and larger systemic solutions [6,7,10]. Biological
material cycles result from techniques such as anaerobic digestion, whereas technical
material cycles are generated, for example, by reuse, remanufacturing, or recycling [6]. PSS
consist of concepts such as leasing, product sharing, and pay-per-service models [10,45,46].
The most prominent example of larger systemic solutions is connected mobility, which
describes multi-modal solutions with different forms of transportation, including sharing,
automation, and electricity [7]. The boundaries between closed cycle and systemic solutions
are fluid; however, the distinction is useful because it outlines two different CE approaches
that are often separately discussed in literature [10].

The opportunities and challenges of a CE at the micro level are mainly discussed
in the context of drivers and barriers, distinguishing external and internal influencing
factors. External factors such as legislation, financial support, customer attitude, and
public awareness can be drivers or barriers, depending on whether they are in favor of
a circular or linear economy [18,20,47–52]. Major technological problems and the con-
tinuation of low resource prices might discourage companies from introducing circular
innovations [6,50,53]. However, once resource prices and resource volatility begin to rise
and technological progress makes new opportunities available, the transition toward a CE
will be fueled [6,47,49].

Internal barriers for a CE include poor leadership, a lack of top-management support,
and an oppositional corporate culture, mindset, and incentive system [18,20,50,54]. Fur-
thermore, companies have often set a strong focus on linear business models and fear the
uncertain returns of circular solutions [41,50,55]. Internal drivers can be a strategic CE
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agenda [21], the reduction of operating costs, new growth opportunities, and competitive
advantages [21,47,49,52,56]. Closed cycle solutions usually require substantial investments
in R&D but can reduce resource and environmental costs [5–7,57]. PSS face barriers such as
the need for disruptive change within the company or problems with customer acceptance
because clients must relinquish ownership over products [46,58]. The CE literature does
not agree on specific key drivers and barriers. However, some authors attach particular
importance to drivers such as legislation, resource scarcity, or strategy and to barriers such
as technology restraints, high investment costs, lack of consumer acceptance, or hesitant
corporate culture [20,21,47].

2.2. Decision Making in Innovation Management

For a transition toward the CE at the firm level circular product and service innova-
tions are an essential requirement [6]. Within a circular innovation process, companies
must select certain promising projects and reject others. These selection decisions are forms
of organizational decision making that can be explained based on two theoretical lenses.
Attention-based view [15] regards decision making as a result of the decision maker’s
limited attentional capacity and of structural influences. One form of structural influence
are players such as top management, who have an impact on the decision maker’s be-
havior through their power, control, or social influence [15,59,60]. In circular innovation
management, evaluation approaches and decision processes are influenced by the power
of different internal stakeholders who can guide decision outcomes to favor circular in-
novations or not [18,21]. The second theoretical perspective is the notion of goal-based
decision making embedded in behavioral theory of the firm [23,24]. The notion refers to the
assumption that the information required for rational decisions is often not fully available
such that decision strategies are needed. These strategies are based on multiple organiza-
tional goals that can be used as evaluation criteria and must be satisfied by the selected
solution [23,24]. To increase decision quality a master list with potentially relevant criteria
can be used to avoid that important criteria are overlooked [61]. The notion of goal-based
decision making establishes the need for evaluation criteria that serve as important basis
for project selection in innovation management [13].

Project selection decisions within the innovation process are usually based on a set
of criteria the innovation project must fulfill [13]. The evaluation of projects along these
criteria is frequently performed with a top-down approach [62]. Cooper [31] developed the
following propositions for top-down evaluations: gatekeepers should be senior managers
in charge of project resources. The number of gatekeepers should be limited and should
include only key managers who are not simultaneously project leaders. The smaller
the project is, the lower the management level can be for the evaluation. For major
projects, a cross-functional group of senior managers, for example from R&D, marketing,
operations, and finance, is recommended to obtain a high decision quality. Risks of top-
down approaches are a lack of transparency and a possible preference of top managers’
“pet projects” [31] (p. 219). Other authors confirm the importance of cross-functional
perspectives for project selection as single evaluators, for example in R&D, might be
overconfident regarding an innovation project or oversimplify the evaluation [63–65].
Therefore, different organizational levels should be integrated, or group decisions should
be taken [63,64]. Partly, the involvement of external stakeholders such as customers,
suppliers, consultants, or academics is proposed for an external expert evaluation of the
project or for a direct external project selection [63,64].

The latter suggestions do not describe a strict top-down evaluation but combine top-
down and bottom-up elements. The probably strongest form of bottom-up evaluation is
the approach of open evaluation, a “community-based idea evaluation” [66] (p. 502) that uses
the wisdom of a crowd, often an employee or consumer crowd, to evaluate ideas [30,67].
The evaluation can be performed as an absolute judgment that assigns absolute scores
to individual ideas, or as relative judgment that compares different alternatives [30,68].
Treatment of whether top-down or bottom-up evaluations are more appropriate for idea
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selection, is inconsistent in the literature. However, authors tend to report a negative impact
of top-down approaches on idea generation but regard hierarchy as rather beneficial for
idea selection [69,70].

An important success factor for project selection is the definition of suitable evaluation
criteria [13]. The number and choice of criteria depend on the evaluation context and on
the corporate goals [22,31]. In bottom-up approaches such as innovation contests that
produce many ideas, not more than five criteria are usually used for the evaluation [67]. In
contrast, top-down approaches allow for more criteria [66], for example when scorecards
with 20–25 criteria are applied [31,71]. The number of evaluated ideas also influences
the level of detail for the assessment that must additionally correspond with context,
type of criterion, and available information [22,72,73]. Whereas criteria such as strategy
are often assessed only roughly, other metrics, such as profitability, are calculated more
precisely [22]. Data and information for the evaluation can come from internal or external
sources. Examples include internal information on technology and administration, external
data collection from experts, prediction markets, real-market tests, crowdfunding, or ad
campaigns [72,74].

Various academic studies have investigated sets of evaluation criteria that have proven
relevant in practice. As the choice of criteria depends strongly on the context of the project,
the literature does not provide a unified measurement scheme at the level of individual
evaluation criteria [22,31]. In contrast, at the level of criteria groups that cluster individual
criteria with a similar focus, significant parallels can be identified between different studies.
However, as the boundaries between criteria groups are fluid, the specific allocation
of criteria differs. Frequently, authors determine the following criteria groups for the
evaluation of innovation projects: product, financial performance, strategy, and organization,
partly also network and environment [22,25,75].

Product-related criteria often include USP, innovativeness, quality, and product
life [25,75,76]. Some studies suggest NUF (novel, useful, feasible) frameworks [77,78] to
evaluate product features, especially in the early stages of innovation. Financial performance
usually refers to profitability and revenue metrics [22,25,76]. Some authors focus mostly on
profitability measures such as return on investment [25], while others are oriented to mar-
ket measures, including market potential and market share [75]. Customer-related criteria
can be included in the market perspective or set in a separate criteria group to emphasize
their particular importance [79]. Strategy is concerned mainly with strategic orientation and
strategic fit but can also encompass synergy effects [22,75,76]. Organization-related criteria
comprise culture, organizational structure, resource allocation, and knowledge [22,75].
Some studies additionally attach importance to a company’s collaboration with its external
network, as well as to its legal and economic environment [22,79].

Only few authors have introduced a further hierarchical level clustering criteria groups
into dimensions. Dziallas and Blind [22] differentiate between a company-specific dimension,
including criteria groups such as strategy, culture, knowledge, or financial performance,
and a contextual dimension, referring to the market, network, and environment. However,
the two dimensions overlap considerably, in the case of, for instance, market share that
belongs to the external criteria group market and, at the same time, is part of company-
specific profitability calculations. Other options to structure criteria groups have been
suggested in the literature on portfolio management for new products. Cooper et al. [80]
distinguish the dimensions risk vs. reward, financial attractiveness vs. market/concept attractive-
ness, and market/concept attractiveness vs. ease of implementation. The latter contrasts criteria
that influence a product’s market success and criteria that are needed to successfully bring
the product to the market.

2.3. Evaluation Criteria in Circular Innovation Management

Evaluation criteria for circular innovation have not yet been investigated in the litera-
ture. However, some important aspects for the evaluation of circular innovations can be
derived from CE literature on drivers and barriers as well as advantages and disadvantages
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of circular solutions (see Section 2.1). Potentially relevant criteria for circular project selec-
tion might also be found in the wider field of environmental innovation that has strong
overlaps with the CE as it aims at decreasing environmental impacts and at improving
the responsible and efficient usage of resources [81]. However, existing environmental
innovation research does not investigate criteria for the evaluation of environmental inno-
vation projects. Fichter and Clausen [82] identify drivers and barriers for the diffusion of
environmental innovation, such as market power of established suppliers, compatibility
with routines, and the influence of pioneers. Other studies reveal further influencing factors
such as pricing, cost savings, the support of industry trade associations, the need for behav-
ior modification, compliance with regulations, and technological improvements [81,83,84].
These factors might play a role for the success chances of environmental innovations, but
they cannot be equated with evaluation criteria for project selection in a company’s innova-
tion process because they reflect the descriptive observation of a diffusion development
rather than the prescriptive usage of evaluation criteria.

As in circular and environmental innovation literature no explicit research on project
selection criteria can be found, a list of potentially important criteria for circular project
selection was based on well-established evaluation criteria in general innovation literature.
These general criteria were supplemented with insights from CE research regarding drivers
and barriers as well as advantages and disadvantages of circular solutions as far as they
contained aspects influencing the future success of circular innovations. The criteria
derived from innovation and CE literature were discussed among the co-authors and
in an informal interview with a strategy expert (partner at a large strategy consulting
firm with cross-industry innovation experience) regarding their importance for circular
project selection from a practice-oriented perspective. Based on these discussions, a set of
potentially CE-relevant evaluation criteria was developed and thematically sorted (Table 1).
These criteria were used in the interview study to stimulate considerations.

Table 1. Evaluation criteria for circular innovation (literature- and expert-based).

Criterion Examples Sources (Example)

Cost-related criteria

Operating costs R&D/technology, materials, energy,
distribution, disposal, marketing

Alamerew et al. [27], Ellen MacArthur
Foundation [6,7], Evanschitzky et al. [75],
Ghisellini et al. [5], Govindan and
Hasanagic [18], Manzini and Vezzoli [85],
Masi et al. [51], Mont et al. [86], Tura et al. [49],
Yang and Evans [87]

Investment costs R&D Ellen MacArthur Foundation [7], Masi et al. [51],
Ronkainen [88], Tukker [46], Tura et al. [49]

Financing costs/payback period
Carbonell-Foulquié et al. [89], Cooper et al. [71],
Griffin and Page [90], Hart et al. [25], Linder and
Williander [91], Tukker [46]

Special cost effects
Subsidies, environmental taxes,
externalities such as damages
to health

Alamerew et al. [27], Bertoni [26], Ellen
MacArthur Foundation [6,7], Ghisellini et al. [5]

Revenue-related criteria

Market volume/market growth

Cooper and de Brentani [76],
Evanschitzky et al. [75], Hart et al. [25],
Martinsuo and Poskela [92], Rochford [93],
Ronkainen [88]

Sales potential/market share Carbonell-Foulquié et al. [89],
Dziallas and Blind [22], Hart et al. [25]
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Table 1. Cont.

Criterion Examples Sources (Example)

Pricing/willingness to pay
Bruhn and Hadwich [79],
Evanschitzky et al. [75], Singhal et al. [94],
Tukker [46], van Weelden et al. [95]

Revenue effects on other products Cannibalization, cross-selling Bruhn and Hadwich [79], Cooper et al. [71],
Ellen MacArthur Foundation [6], Ronkainen [88]

Revenue stability Bertoni [26], Neely et al. [96],
Yang and Evans [87]

Customer-related criteria

Access to new customer segments
Bertoni [26], Bruhn and Hadwich [79], Cooper
and de Brentani [76], Ellen MacArthur
Foundation [6]

Customer acceptance Quality concerns, lack of ownership

Baines et al. [58], Carbonell-Foulquié et al. [89],
Govindan and Hasanagic [18],
Griffin and Page [90], Hart et al. [25],
Mont et al. [86], Rizos et al. [97],
van Weelden et al. [95]

Customer satisfaction/loyalty
Satisfaction of customer needs,
product quality, individualized
product offering

Alamerew et al. [27],
Carbonell-Foulquié et al. [89], Dziallas and
Blind [22], Ellen MacArthur Foundation [6],
Griffin and Page [90], Hart et al. [25], Man-zini
and Vezzoli [85], Mont et al. [86], Tukker [46]

Customer interaction/data collection Bertoni [26], Ellen MacArthur Foundation [6,7],
Mont et al. [86], Tukker [46]

Product-related criteria

Product life Bakker et al. [98], Bocken et al. [57], Ellen
MacArthur Foundation [6], Yang and Evans [87]

Differentiation-related criteria

Corporate image Bruhn and Hadwich [79], Ellen MacArthur
Foundation [6], Ormazabal et al. [54]

Differentiation advantage Unique selling proposition (USP),
differentiation

Cooper and de Brentani [76], Ellen MacArthur
Foundation [6], Evanschitzky et al. [75],
Hart et al. [25], Martinsuo and Poskela [92],
Rochford [93], Ronkainen [88], Tukker [46],
Yang and Evans [87]

Innovative advantage/
future potential

Ellen MacArthur Foundation [6],
Evanschitzky et al. [75], Mont et al. [86]

Competitor-related criteria

Competitive advantage
Alamerew et al. [27], Ellen MacArthur
Foundation [7], Griffin and Page [90], Manzini
and Vezzoli [85], Martinsuo and Poskela [92]

Risk of imitation/substitution Reaction of competitors, patentability
Bruhn and Hadwich [79],
Carbonell-Foulquié et al. [89], Cooper et al. [71],
Cooper and de Brentani [76]

Pressure on prices and terms Bruhn and Hadwich [79], Ellen MacArthur
Foundation [6]

Employee-related criteria

Employee satisfaction Dziallas and Blind [22], Ellen MacArthur
Foundation [6], Yang and Evans [87]
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Table 1. Cont.

Criterion Examples Sources (Example)

Business risks

Cost and revenue risks Probability of commercial success,
warranties, resource price volatility

Cooper et al. [71], de Jesus and Mendonça [47],
Ellen MacArthur Foundation [6], Linder and
Williander [91], Martinsuo and Poskela [92],
Mont et al. [86], Shahbazi et al. [50]

Extent of damage in case of failure Expert-based criterion

Other economic risks Natural disasters Ellen MacArthur Foundation [6], Mont et al. [86]

Resource availability

Availability of raw materials Ellen MacArthur Foundation [6], Mont et al. [86],
Tura et al. [49]

Availability of know-how

Cooper and de Brentani [76],
Dziallas and Blind [22], Ellen MacArthur
Foundation [6], Shahbazi et al. [50],
Sharma et al. [99], Tukker [46]

Availability of human resources Cooper et al. [71], Shahbazi et al. [50]

Availability of partnerships/
networks Cooperations, retail

Bertoni [26], Bruhn and Hadwich [79], Dziallas
and Blind [22], Ellen MacArthur
Foundation [6,7], Mont et al. [86],
Shahbazi et al. [50], Tura et al. [49]

Availability of financing funds Dziallas and Blind [22], Rizos et al. [97],
Shahbazi et al. [50]

Cultural and strategic fit

Mindset/corporate culture
Dziallas and Blind [22], Evanschitzky et al. [75],
Kirchherr et al. [20], Pinheiro et al. [21],
Shahbazi et al. [50], Tukker [46]

Extent of change Bocken et al. [57], Tukker [46]

Strategic fit Top-management support

Bertoni [26], Carbonell-Foulquié et al. [89],
Cooper and de Brentani [76], Dziallas and
Blind [22], Evanschitzky et al. [75], Govindan
and Hasanagic [18], Martinsuo and Poskela [92],
Mont et al. [86], Shahbazi et al. [50],
Tura et al. [49]

Implementation risks

Technical feasibility
Alamerew et al. [27], Cooper et al. [71], de Jesus
and Mendonça [47], Hart et al. [25], Martinsuo
and Poskela [92]

Current/future legal situation

Alamerew et al. [27], Baines et al. [58],
Cooper et al. [71], de Jesus and Mendonça [47],
Dziallas and Blind [22], Masi et al. [51],
Mont et al. [86], Shahbazi et al. [50],
Tura et al. [49]

3. Research Method

This study is based on a qualitative, empirical research approach. It examines circular
project selection in CE pioneer companies and chooses an interview study as research de-
sign. The sample (Table 2) consists of 18 experts from different countries in Europe and from
the United States. Fourteen representatives from CE pioneer companies were interviewed
one case each, along with four company-independent CE experts who contributed their
experience with different companies. CE pioneer companies are firms that had introduced
or were introducing a novel, game-changing, complex, or especially elaborated circular
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solution. The interviewed company representatives are the managers from these companies
who were responsible for or deeply involved in the circular innovation process. CE experts
are CE consultants, politicians, researchers, and founders of CE non-profit organizations.
They have closely collaborated with CE pioneer companies and are well informed about
circular innovation processes in a variety of organizations. The sample includes a broad
range of industries and circular solutions. Both large- and middle-sized companies are
represented in the study from the automotive, electronics, apparel, household appliance,
printing, concrete, tile, sanitary, tourism, and carpet industry. The intentional lack of
industry specialization and the variety of analyzed circular solutions enables a broad
applicability of the findings. The empirical data were previously used in an unpublished
master thesis by one of the authors [100].

The interviews were concerned with 14 circular innovation projects that can be re-
garded as pioneer examples because of the game-changing or elaborated nature of the
respective circular solution. They cover five business-to-consumer (B2C) and nine business-
to-business (B2B) solutions, whereas some of the B2B solutions were eventually designed
for end users. The discussed cases comprise both closed cycle solutions with technical and
biological material cycles and systemic solutions with PSS and larger systemic solutions.
The closed cycle solutions include, for example, cradle-to-cradle certified recycling, cas-
cade use of tile materials across industries, the remanufacturing of household appliances,
biodegradable products, or the extraction of biochemicals from wastewater. Systemic
solutions include offers such as pay-per-service for lighting systems, sharing of household
appliances, and connected mobility systems. Some companies combined both types of
circular solutions, for example by providing leasing of carpets with a take-back system
and following recycling activities. The 14 cases were supplemented with the experience
of four independent CE experts that closely collaborated with a variety of additional CE
pioneer companies.

The sample mostly entails circular solutions that were regarded as promising and
successful by their companies. However, the majority of innovations faced problems on
their way to implementation and, despite their success, also had negative impacts on
different corporate objectives. These experiences were examined in research question 1.
Both positive and negative effects of circular innovations are relevant for the project
selection decision. Therefore, interview questions focused not only on the evaluation
criteria that companies originally considered for the decision (ex ante) but also on criteria
that proved important in retrospect, after implementation (ex post). To find knowledgeable
key informants, purposeful sampling was employed [101]. A preliminary search in the CE
literature, in conference programs, and on CE websites e.g., [6,102,103] identified suitable
interview partners, who were contacted directly or via their company’s press department.
Additionally, snowball sampling [101] was applied. Thirty potential interview partners
were approached, resulting in 18 confirmations. For all 14 company cases, the pioneer
status of the projects was assessed by an independent CE expert, and the expertise of the
interviewed managers was confirmed at the beginning of each interview.

As the interview type, systematizing expert interviews [104] were chosen. They were
designed as semi-structured open interviews [105] with a partly standardized interview
guideline that was adjusted to the individual interview situation. All interviews were
conducted in June or July 2016, either personally or by telephone, and each lasted 45–60 min.
The interviews were recorded and transcribed. The interview language was either English
or German, with citations from German interviews being literally translated into English.
All interview partners agreed to disclose their company, their position (at the time of the
interview and/or relevant former position), and the type of circular innovation discussed
in the interview. One test interview was conducted to ensure that questions and evaluation
criteria were clearly understood [25,106].
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Table 2. Overview of interview partners.

Organization Role of Interviewee CE Experience of Company/Interviewee Country

EPEA GmbH Founder, researcher All fields of CE Germany

European Union Former EU Commissioner for the Environment All fields of CE Belgium

C2C Products Innovation Institute Founder All fields of CE USA

SYSTEMIQ Founder, researcher All fields of CE Germany

Philips Project Manager CE Pay-per-service offers The Netherlands

BMW Group Head of Electric Vehicles Connected mobility systems Switzerland

BMW Group Former Project Manager of ParkNow Service-based mobility solution with CE effects Germany

BMW Group CEO DriveNow GmbH Sharing economy Germany

BSH Hausgeräte GmbH Manager Corporate Technology, Environment, Resources Recycling, remanufacturing, biological cycle Germany

BSH Hausgeräte GmbH CEO WeWash GmbH Sharing economy, platform economy Germany

Desso Former CEO Leasing with recycling and biological cycle The Netherlands

Schiphol Group Program Coordinator Resources, Residuals,
Sustainability, Innovation

Recycling, remanufacturing, reuse, extraction of
biochemicals from wastewater, zero-waste-plan The Netherlands

Excluton B.V. Senior Advisor Sustainability and Innovations Cascade use across industries, recycling,
remanu-facturing, reuse The Netherlands

Shaw Industries Group Inc. Vice President Sustainability and Environmental Affairs Recycling, remanufacturing, reverse logistics USA

Van Houtum B.V. Quality, Health, Safety, and Environment Officer Recycling, circular water usage, biological cycle The Netherlands

Gugler Product Manager Recycling, non-toxic design, biological cycle Austria

Mosa Manager Sustainability Design to last, cascade use across industries,
recycling, remanufacturing, biological cycle The Netherlands

Van Puijenbroek Textiel Product Manager Leasing combined with recycling, biological cycle The Netherlands
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The interview guideline was used in two different versions that are similarly structured
but adapted to CE experts and company representatives, respectively. Both versions consist
of four parts: introduction, context and process of project selection, evaluation criteria,
and lessons and conclusions (Table 3). To examine how companies came to the decision to
introduce circular solutions (RQ 2), interviewees were asked how their company became
involved in CE activities, how the specific circular idea evolved, and how it was selected.
To investigate evaluation criteria for circular innovation (RQ 1), first, questions referred
to ex ante criteria, including the company’s main argument for introducing a circular
solution. The main argument was either determined from the context or through explicit
inquiry. Second, questions aimed at ex post criteria that affected corporate objectives
and could therefore have been important for the selection decision. To further stimulate
considerations, a master list was given (personal interviews) or sent by email (telephone
interviews) to the interviewees in the middle of the interview. It contained potentially
relevant criteria for circular project selection (Table 1) and enabled the interviewees to
name not only self-generated but also recognized criteria, based on the master list [61]. The
criteria that required explanation were briefly discussed with the interview partners. To
avoid a confirmation bias, the master list was only used as stimulation for further discussion
and did not serve as checklist to be confirmed by the interviewees. It motivated the
interviewees to qualitatively discuss the CE-relevance of further important but previously
overlooked evaluation criteria.

Table 3. Interview guideline (core questions, company version).

1. Introduction: Opening Questions

2. Context and Process of Project Selection

• How did your company come to the decision to get involved in circular economy (CE) activities?

• How did the specific circular idea evolve?

• How did your company come to the decision to introduce the specific circular solution?

• What did the selection process look like? Who was involved?

3. Evaluation Criteria

• Which arguments for/against introducing the circular solution were considered (ex ante)?

• Which criteria and objectives were affected by the circular solution (ex post)?

• [A master list of potentially relevant criteria is sent to the interviewee per email or handed over personally at this point of the
interview.] Which of the criteria on the master list were affected by the circular solution (ex post)?

• Why was it (not) successful? Which problems did you face?

4. Lessons and Conclusions

• If you were responsible for developing the circular solution in your company again, which evaluation criteria would you
consider for project selection?

• What would you do differently?

• What are the main factors causing success or failure?

For the data analysis, a qualitative content analysis was performed [107]. For research
question 1, most codes were developed deductively, based on the evaluation criteria listed
in Table 1. Additional inductive codes were derived from the data [107]. To structure
evaluation criteria into criteria groups and dimensions, deductive and inductive coding
were combined [107]. Codes for research question 2 were mainly defined inductively. After
the first round of coding, the data were checked a second time to ensure that all important
findings were identified. To optimize the coding frame, it was discussed among the co-
authors and in an informal interview with a strategy expert. Data analysis was performed in
MAXQDA and Excel. The findings are presented in a qualitative style, supplemented with
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quantitative information on coding frequencies [108,109] that indicate an initial tendency
to affirm the relative importance of evaluation criteria but do not identify variance.

4. Results

In the following, findings on circular project selection in CE pioneer companies are
presented. First, relevant criteria for the evaluation of circular innovations are analyzed
(RQ 1). Second, the context and process of circular project selection are examined (RQ 2).

4.1. Evaluation Criteria for Circular Project Selection

Research question 1 focuses on criteria that CE pioneer companies regard as important
to evaluate circular product and service innovations. In total, 276 codings were identified
and assigned to 45 criteria. Of these codings, 160 were self-generated, and 116 were
recognized on a master list. Furthermore, 85 codings referred to ex ante and 191 to ex post
criteria. Thirty-two criteria were based on deductive coding, whereas 13 were inductively
coded or extended. One criterion on the master list was not considered relevant in the
interviews. After all criteria were coded, they were structured into a criteria framework
with 12 criteria groups and two dimensions. In the following sections, the structure of the
criteria framework is explained, and the relevance of coded criteria for the context of a CE
is discussed in detail distinguishing between closed cycle and systemic solutions.

4.1.1. Structure of the Criteria Framework

The criteria framework clusters evaluation criteria for circular project selection the-
matically into 12 criteria groups and two dimensions. In the innovation literature, one
of the key criteria groups is financial performance, reflecting profitability from a share-
holder perspective [76]. This study divides financial performance into cost-related and
revenue-related criteria to be able to analyze revenue and cost effects separately. The latter
play an important role in the CE literature [5,57]. Revenue-related criteria focus on values
that are direct prerequisites for sales calculations. Various other criteria groups have an
indirect impact on revenues, especially customer-, product-, differentiation-, and competitor-
related criteria. Customer-related criteria are listed as distinct criteria group [79] due to the
importance of the customer perspective for circular solutions, in particular PSS [6,46].
In accordance with innovation literature [75,76], three further aspects are added to the
framework: Product-related criteria describe the characteristics of the product itself such as
product life and quality. Differentiation- and competitor-related criteria are concerned with
the product’s external perception. The two criteria groups are strongly interconnected.
However, differentiation-related criteria refer mainly to the market/customer view of the
product, whereas competitor-related criteria deal with the effects on the competitive situation,
including the revenue and cost side.

Due to their high relevance for a company’s performance [110,111], the perspective
of employees is regarded in its own criteria group (employee-related criteria). Furthermore,
circular solutions can create strategic effects, a criteria group that was coded inductively.
This group includes the development of know-how, a cross-sector dialogue, and value added for
stakeholders, especially society. CE and sustainability research often emphasizes that the CE
serves society with a positive environmental impact [112]. This aspect is not explicitly part
of the framework. Instead, the underlying reasons for environmentally friendly behavior
are covered. Some firms pursue an environmental agenda by conviction or aim for value
added for stakeholders. Others do it to improve their own and customers’ corporate image,
to achieve a coherence of sales story and a differentiation advantage, or to increase employee
and customer satisfaction. Therefore, environmental goals are not represented as such but,
depending on the company’s motivation, are reflected in other criteria. The potential risks
of circular solutions have been divided into business and implementation risks [71]. Business
risks include cost and revenue risks but also the extent of damage in case of failure. In contrast,
implementation risks affect the implementation success and refer to technical feasibility and
the legal situation, influenced by the stakeholder government. The necessity of certain
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resources, for example raw materials, know-how, or partnerships [22], is comprised by
the criteria group resource availability. Furthermore, not only cultural and strategic topics
but also leadership commitment can influence CE implementation, as is expressed in the
criteria group cultural and strategic fit [22,75].

These 12 criteria groups follow two main directions. Either they influence company
performance or are prerequisites for the successful implementation of circular solutions.
Therefore, the criteria groups were structured into the two dimensions performance and
ease of implementation, combining the diagrams market/concept attractiveness vs. ease of
implementation and market/concept attractiveness vs. financial attractiveness, suggested by
Cooper et al. [80]. The dimension performance bundles criteria that influence corporate suc-
cess and product performance after market launch. The dimension ease of implementation
refers to factors that affect the implementation success of product and service ideas, as-
sessing how easily a circular innovation can be led to market launch. Table 4 shows the
structure of the criteria framework and provides CE-specific details for individual criteria,
based on the empirical findings of this study. New and extended criteria resulting from
inductive coding are highlighted. In the following two sections, individual criteria and
their CE implications are explained in depth along the structure of this framework. Where
applicable, findings distinguish closed cycle and systemic solutions.

Table 4. Evaluation criteria for circular innovation (based on empirical results).

Dimension Criteria Group Criterion Circular Economy (CE)
Implications (Example) Frequency

Performance

Cost-related criteria

Operating costs

Lower raw material and energy costs; shorter
production time; more expensive
manufacturing techniques; increased costs in
marketing and sales

12

Investment costs For R&D, new machinery, and CE
certifications 7

Financing costs/payback period Due to CE long-term benefits 5

Special cost effects e.g., subsidies 1

Revenue-related
criteria

Pricing/willingness to pay

Pricing for circular products higher;
willingness to pay for innovative, sustainable
features, time saving, or adventure; no great
price difference accepted by the customer

9

Sales potential/market share Gaining market share from competitors;
winning large clients 7

Revenue effects on other products Cannibalization; cross-selling of linear
products to new customers 5

Market volume/market growth To be examined 4

Revenue stability Increased for product-service systems (PSS) 4

Customer-related
criteria

Access to new customer segments
Attracting new customers with PSS or second
hand offers; new customers as example to
convince others

11

Customer interaction/data
collection

More active customer dialogue in systemic
solutions; digitalization enabling collection of
customer data such as user profiles

11

Customer satisfaction/loyalty
Increased through higher customer
interaction, long-term customer relationships,
more innovativeness, and stronger USPs

10

Customer acceptance
New way of thinking required for systemic
solutions; problems with acceptance of
closed cycle solutions

9

Addressing customer needs ** Related to changing customer behavior due
to societal megatrends 4

Individualized product offering ** Enabled by more customer interaction and
digitalization 2

Corporate image of customer ** Improved, especially regarding sustainability 1
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Table 4. Cont.

Dimension Criteria Group Criterion Circular Economy (CE)
Implications (Example) Frequency

Performance

Product-related
criteria

Product quality ** Higher, e.g., through added value, more
product safety 3

Scalability ** Important to reduce costs 2

Product life Extended through closed cycle solutions 2

Differentiation-
related criteria

Differentiation advantage

Improved market positioning through new
unique selling propositions (USPs) such as
ecological product features; CE-related USPs
partly not marketable

13

Innovative advantage/future
potential

High innovative advantage; circular
solutions enabling long-term growth and
sustainable reaction to market depression

13

Corporate image
Improved image regarding innovation and
sustainability; positive impact on
brand equity

12

Coherence of sales story **
Alleviating conflict in linear system that
more product sales have negative societal
and environmental impact

3

Competitor-related
criteria

Competitive advantage
Revenue side, e.g., outpace competitors with
circular solutions; cost side, e.g., better
asset management

13

Risk of imitation/substitution
High for many non-patentable closed cycle
solutions and PSS; low for cradle-to-cradle
and larger systemic solutions

10

Pressure on prices and terms Alleviated by closed cycle solutions 4

Employee-related
criteria Employee satisfaction

Increased: deeper meaning of work,
community feeling, higher identification with
company, improved employer image;
decreased: systemic solutions changing way
of working and self-conception

7

Strategic effects

Cross-sector and industry
dialogue **

Improved value chain and market dialogue;
legitimate industry dialogue regarding joint
product standards; increased cross-sector
dialogue, e.g., in CE networks

4

Development of know-how ** Gained during innovation process,
advantage for entire firm 2

Value added for stakeholders ** e.g., society 1

Business risks

Cost and revenue risks Liability and warranty risk; resource price
volatility 6

Extent of damage in case of failure Damage for overall company if circular
innovation fails 3

Other economic risks 0

Ease of
implementation Resource availability

Partnerships/networks
Collaboration with innovation ecosystem
often required; partner management
as challenge

7

Know-how e.g., service-related sales experience for PSS 5

Raw materials Relevant due to an expected resource scarcity 3

Access to customers and sales
channels **

Other contact persons required for systemic
solutions; partly different sales channels,
market access, and external organizational
structures needed

2

Human resources Shortage of qualified labor 2

Financing funds Access to cash and potential investors 1
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Table 4. Cont.

Dimension Criteria Group Criterion Circular Economy (CE)
Implications (Example) Frequency

Ease of
implementation

Cultural and
strategic fit

Mindset/corporate culture

Support for a CE as crucial success factor;
partly venturing culture required;
cannibalizing business models leading to
cultural change; circular thinking in decision
making of middle management necessary

14

Strategic fit/conviction * Integrating sustainability and CE goals in
corporate strategy; conviction of the CE 12

Top-management commitment ** Required due to major changes in business
model, organization, and corporate culture 10

Extent of change/complexity *
Often great changes needed, e.g., in
organizational structure, accounting
practices, bonus structures

6

Implementation risks

Current/future legal situation

Partly in favor of a CE, e.g., Green Deal in
EU; future legislation potentially threatening
linear business models; partly hindering a
CE, e.g., market restrictions for refurbished
products in other countries or regulations for
data security and liability

9

Technical feasibility

e.g., changed chemical formulation, reduced
compatibility with previously used materials,
problems with replication of former product
features

5

Sum 276

Note: Multiple codings per interview and criterion counted as one. * Extended criterion, ** New criterion.

4.1.2. Criteria of the Dimension Performance

The first criteria group of the dimension performance is cost-related criteria. In this
group, four criteria were determined by the interviewees which are all related to closed
cycle solutions. First, closed cycle innovations have an effect on operating costs. They can
reduce raw material costs through recycling, remanufacturing, or reuse of products and
machines. This cost advantage is particularly valuable in the light of rising resource prices.
Production costs can be decreased due to more energy efficiency and shorter production
times, whereas a change of manufacturing techniques might create negative or positive
cost effects. When circular products are sold at higher prices, marketing and sales efforts
require intensification and more financial resources. Second, closed cycle solutions often
imply high investment costs, mainly for R&D activities, but also for the replacement of old
machinery or upfront cradle-to-cradle certification. Third, various circular solutions face
uncertainty regarding how long the payback period is and whether additional financing costs
are necessary: “Now we have some large projects, but in these we will only see the impact in the far
future. This causes difficulties because they will maybe pay off in 2050” (Interviewee 18). Fourth,
in some cases, special cost effects such as subsidies can influence the selection decision.

The group revenue-related criteria includes five individual criteria. First, some cir-
cular solutions are more expensive than their linear equivalents, such that pricing and
willingness to pay become important issues. Customers are usually willing to pay more
when the product is innovative and sustainable or satisfies special customer needs, such
as time saving or adventure. However, they tend not to accept a great price difference:
“Most customers say they want sustainable, circular, recycled [circular products], but they don’t
want to pay too much. If it is 10% more expensive, the customer doesn’t want to pay for it”
(Interviewee 7). Second, an increase of sales potential/market share was observed as a positive
impact of circular solutions. Various CE pioneer companies were successful in gaining
market share from their competitors or in winning larger clients. Interviewee 14 reports
that their “market share in Europe only doubled from 15 to 30%”. Third, revenue effects on other
products could counteract the increase of market share when circular solutions cannibalize
the core business. For example, reuse solutions, connected mobility, or PSS can reduce
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sales of established products. In contrast, circular solutions can positively affect the core
business when they attract the attention of new customers who then consider additionally
buying the company’s core products. Fourth, market volume and market growth are important
external factors for the long-term success of circular solutions. They therefore play a role for
the evaluation of circular innovation projects. Finally, revenue stability might be enhanced,
especially with the introduction of PSS.

A further criteria group is customer-related criteria. Circular solutions can provide
access to new customer segments. This access is advantageous for industries with growth
problems in their core business. Various circular solutions, for example PSS and second-
hand offers, open up growth opportunities by attracting new customer groups. These
new customers can then set an example to convince existing customers of the circular
product. A further criterion that is mainly seen as argument for systemic solutions is a
higher customer interaction that additionally enables data collection. In long-lasting contracts,
customer dialogue becomes more active and, combined with digitalization, gives the
company information about their clients, for example how long they work and how
their user profiles appear. Based on these profiles, individualized product offerings can be
provided, and these are adapted to a specific customer. Examples include individual offers
for PSS or waste usage. Customer satisfaction and loyalty might be increased for circular
solutions through increased customer interaction, long-term client relationships, a higher
degree of innovation, and stronger unique selling propositions (USPs). In contrast, various
experts regard customer acceptance of circular solutions as questionable. Many customers
still have linear patterns of thought, whereas particularly systemic solutions require new
ways of thinking: “The question is: how far is the customer already adapted to this pattern of
thought? We talk about owning and using. To what extent is the customer ready for such services?”
(Interviewee 1). Problems with customer acceptance can also affect closed cycle solutions
such as recycling or remanufacturing. To increase acceptance of circular solutions among
existing customers, references from new customers might be used. The criterion addressing
customer needs refers mainly to megatrends in society and to changing customer behavior,
which can create a demand for circular solutions: “Social megatrends like digitalization,
urbanization, sharing economy, simplification—you want to be ready for them. This is important
when customer needs are changing, as the change is negative for the core business” (Interviewee 4).
Furthermore, circular solutions can improve the corporate image of the customer, especially
regarding sustainability.

In the context of product-related criteria, the findings show that circularity can in-
crease product quality, for example by creating added value or by enhancing the product
safety of closed cycle solutions. Whereas some interviewees ranked quality higher than
quantity, others attached more importance to scalability because, as Interviewee 3 said,
“the tailor-made solution costs a lot of money”. Therefore, he sees a main success factor in
standardizing circular solutions “from the first customer contact until signing the contract”.
Furthermore, circularity can extend product life. This criterion might be regarded as a logical
consequence of reuse and refurbishing solutions. However, it was explicitly mentioned as
an advantage in the interviews and was, thus, listed as an individual criterion.

Differentiation-related criteria unite several aspects. First, they refer to a differentia-
tion advantage that can be created by an improved market positioning and by providing
USPs in a changing market situation. Differentiation may be achieved with systemic but
also with closed cycle solutions, for example, when ecological product characteristics are
promoted. However, a differentiation advantage for circular products is not necessarily a
given, as observed by Interviewee 12: “All these aspects, except for durability, are not marketable
toward the customer, which means that I cannot explain which extra benefits they have”. Second,
circular solutions can generate innovation advantage and future potential. Interviewee 15
regards the CE as “the only real chance of innovation”. Circular solutions with future potential
might enable long-term growth or a sustainable reaction to market depression. Third, corpo-
rate image can be improved when “a boring company becomes a hip company” (Interviewee 2)
due to the transition toward a CE. Circular solutions often positively impact brand eq-
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uity and strengthen a firm’s reputation in the field of sustainability. Fourth, the CE can
give meaning to a coherent sales story. In a linear business model, the sales logic is often
inconsistent because “companies want to boost their sales but have to admit that the product is
connected with a burden for society” (Interviewee 6). The CE solves this conflict by proposing
solutions in which more consumption does not necessarily have a negative impact on
society and environment.

The group competitor-related criteria includes three individual criteria. First, compet-
itive advantage can be created. This advantage can occur on the revenue side: “Obviously,
our competitors had a lot of sustainability. First, we had a me-too-motivation. But when it came
to cradle to cradle, I said: ‘It is better for the world and will give me an enormous competitive
advantage’” (Interviewee 14). Moreover, competitive advantage might be generated on
the cost side, for example, through a smarter asset management. Second, the criterion
risk of imitation/substitution concerns intellectual property, reactions of competitors, and
substitution by other products. In the interviews, the focus rested mainly on the risk of
imitation and on intellectual property. Imitation can be a threat especially for closed cycle
solutions when they are not patentable. However, low-price manufacturers, for example in
China, are less likely to copy complex cradle-to-cradle solutions than traditional products.
For systemic solutions, imitability depends on the innovation. PSS might be copied quickly
as, “principally, every manufacturer can do that nowadays” (Interviewee 8). Solutions such as
connected mobility are more difficult to imitate because managing systems requires much
knowledge that cannot be gained easily. The last criterion in this group is pressure on prices
and terms that might be alleviated by closed cycle solutions.

Employee-related criteria comprise only one criterion. Employee satisfaction can be
positively affected by circular solutions because they give the employees’ work deeper
meaning: “The employees are proud of themselves. Before, they were selling carpets, now they are
saving the world” (Interviewee 15). Additionally, the CE can create a feeling of community,
lead to closer identification with the company, and make the firm more attractive as an
employer. However, employee satisfaction might also be negatively affected by a CE.
Systemic solutions, in particular, can create unwelcome changes in the employees’ ways of
working and self-conception.

Some circular solutions have positive strategic effects for a company overall. These
effects include the initiation of a cross-sector and industry dialogue, referring to a value
chain dialogue, a market dialogue, a legitimate industry dialogue regarding joint product
standards, or a dialogue across industries. This last might occur within existing CE
networks such as the CE100 initiative by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation. For firms
with international expansion plans specifically, collaboration or exchange with CE pioneer
companies from different sectors can be valuable. Another strategic effect is the development
of know-how and the expertise that are gained during the circular innovation process,
but which eventually serve the whole company. Lastly, the CE can create value added
for the company’s stakeholders. If value creation is not restricted to the boundaries of
the firm, advantages for stakeholders such as society might be an interesting benefit of
circular solutions.

The last criteria group in the dimension performance is business risks. This group
mainly relates to cost and revenue risks that influence product and company success on
the market. For instance, liability and warranty risks or resource price volatility can be
reduced by circular solutions. Moreover, business risks include the extent of damage in case of
failure, as thoroughly discussed in various companies. Certain circular solutions require
a change, for example in product design, that cannot be easily returned. Interviewee 12
reports an intense discussion of this topic in his company, because “if it goes wrong, this
really is a problem”. Therefore, it is important to evaluate already in the selection decision
how large the damage to the overall company would be if the circular solution failed on
the market. Other economic risks such as natural disasters were not regarded as relevant by
any of the interviewees.
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4.1.3. Criteria of the Dimension Ease of Implementation

In the dimension ease of implementation, the first criteria group, resource availability,
is important in several respects. The availability of specific know-how can be a prerequisite
for the successful implementation of circular solutions. One example is the service-related
sales experience needed for the development of PSS. If important know-how is missing, the
availability of networks and partnerships becomes a significant success factor. External experts
such as recycling specialists but also the whole innovation ecosystem can add crucial
knowledge to the company. In some cases, managing the partner network is challenging,
for example when suppliers have to change their product range or when retail has to accept
a new circular product. The process to convince external partners of circular solutions
can be tedious and time-consuming. Moreover, access to the customer and to suitable sales
channels is necessary. This access can be problematic when contact persons in B2B firms
change through the introduction of systemic solutions. Whereas product sales are usually
negotiated with the customer’s sourcing department, PSS can require additional contacts in
finance and operations. Some circular solutions also lead to a change of sales channels and
market access such that the company must establish new external organizational structures.
Further aspects of this criteria group include the availability of raw materials despite expected
future resource scarcity and the availability of human resources, as related to the shortage
of qualified labor. The availability of financing funds describes the access to cash and to
potential investors.

Cultural and strategic fit also influences the implementation of circular innovations.
The criterion mindset/corporate culture takes the perspective of employees and evaluates
how favorable their mindset is toward a CE. The cultural change can be huge, for example,
when cannibalizing business models are implemented that require a venturing culture.
Additionally, the mindset of middle management might have to change to integrate the
long-term logic in their decision making or to adapt organizational structures. Mindset and
culture can fuel circular innovations if supportive patterns of thought are already prevalent
in the company, but they can also hinder CE implementation if cultural discrepancies are too
wide. In this context, strategic fit is crucial. To successfully implement circular innovations,
companies must integrate sustainability and CE goals into their corporate strategy. In the
majority of CE pioneer companies, the CE matched their corporate values and was aligned
with their strategic orientation. Various companies, especially middle-sized firms, decided
to introduce circular solutions due to strong convictions. They believed in the CE and
wanted to support human health and the environment. In some companies, this conviction
was independent of further ulterior motives and established a strong motivation on its
own: “We want to make the world a little bit better and want to have a positive impact on the
environment” (Interviewee 7). Interviewee 14 displays a similar attitude: “But I said: ‘This
is my focus, cradle to cradle, this is what I want.’ I did it because I believed in it”. To make sure
that conviction was not only named as argument for the purpose of green washing due
to an interview bias, the interviewer always probed for underlying motivations and only
accepted conviction as distinct criterion if the outcome of the further questions confirmed
the statement of the interviewees.

Corresponding with the strategic orientation, top-management commitment is an essen-
tial success factor for circular innovation because the company might have to deal with
major changes in business model, organization, and corporate culture. In many firms,
the CEOs lead the way toward a CE: “The leadership of the company has to believe in it. If
the leadership recognizes the benefits and wants to change the world for the better, then it works”
(Interviewee 14). In particular, the mentioned organizational changes inspired various
companies to regard the criterion extent of change/complexity in their selection decision. One
required change can relate to accounting practices that have to switch from product sales to
PSS contracts. Another example is bonus structures that have to be adapted because they
are focused exclusively on cash flow and would thus hinder the implementation of a CE. In
certain cases, it might be necessary to place circular solutions in a separate organizational
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unit or subsidiary to counteract cannibalization effects and cultural discrepancies in the
core business.

The final criteria group in the dimension ease of implementation is implementation risks.
First, these risks constitute the current and future legal situation that influences the success
of circular solutions. CE-friendly legislation such as the Green Deal in the EU can facilitate
the implementation of circular products, whereas traditional business models might be
substantially threatened: “I claim that in three to eight years a product that is not in line with
the CE cannot be sold anymore because of the changed legal situation” (Interviewee 12). In
contrast, circular solutions can also be affected negatively by legislation, for example when
strong regulations in other countries restrict the market for refurbished products. Laws
regarding data security and liability can also create problems. Second, technical feasibility
is a critical success factor for closed cycle solutions. Some innovations require a change
of chemical formulation or impede compatibility with previously applied materials. To
maintain product quality, it can be a great challenge to replicate, for example, the exact
color of a linear product.

4.1.4. Summarizing Analysis of Evaluation Criteria

The previous sections have presented a variety of evaluation criteria and their CE-
specific implications for circular project selection. A summarizing analysis shows that the
CE-specific nature of the proposed criteria is not reflected in the criteria themselves but
shows only one level deeper, in their particular focus and application. For instance, operating
costs are constituent of profitability calculations for most innovations but, in circular
project selection, refer mainly to reduced resource and energy costs as well as changed
manufacturing techniques. Furthermore, the findings reveal that the majority of criteria
can be relevant for closed cycle and systemic solutions, with certain exceptions. The criteria
groups cost-related criteria and strategic effects as well as the criteria pressure on prices and
terms, product quality, product life, and technical feasibility were mostly acknowledged in the
context of closed cycle solutions. All other criteria were discussed for both types of circular
solutions. However, they often had different CE-specific implications for closed cycle and
systemic solutions, respectively. The summarizing analysis also shows that the proposed
criteria framework includes qualitative and quantitative aspects. Whereas the dimension
ease of implementation mostly consists of qualitative criteria, the dimension performance
entails qualitative and quantitative metrics. Cost-related criteria, revenue-related criteria,
and business risks are measured quantitatively. In contrast, differentiation-related criteria,
employee-related criteria, and strategic effects rather refer to qualitative criteria. The remaining
criteria groups of this dimension include qualitative and quantitative aspects. Various
criteria, for example access to new customer segments, can be evaluated either qualitatively or
quantitatively, depending on the company’s preference.

The results of this study offer first indications regarding the relevance of criteria for
circular project selection that can be deduced from the frequency of codings and from
the main arguments considered in the selection decision. Individual criteria with the
highest frequency are mindset/corporate culture, differentiation advantage, innovative advan-
tage/future potential, and competitive advantage. On the level of criteria groups, customer-
and differentiation-related criteria, as well as cultural and strategic fit played the most impor-
tant role. They are followed by revenue-, competitor-, and cost-related criteria, as well as
resource availability. The allocation of main arguments shows a similar distribution and,
thus, supports this prioritization. However, findings on the relevance of criteria for circular
project selection can be regarded as only initial indications, as they lack a quantitative
validation. Furthermore, the importance of criteria strongly depends on the specific project
and evaluation context; thus, related conclusions are difficult to generalize.

4.2. Context and Process of Circular Project Selection

The following section examines how CE pioneer companies came to the decision
to introduce circular solutions (RQ 2). The results are based on 14 CE pioneer cases
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in companies, supplemented with the experience of four CE experts in the context of
additional CE pioneer cases. This section is concerned with the context and process
of circular project selection and investigates how the evaluation criteria presented in
Section 4.1 were applied. Figure 1 gives an overview of a typical process leading to circular
project selection. The starting point for circular innovation was often a pre-decision by
top management in favor of the CE. In several companies, the CEO or owner encountered
the topic CE in a conference, read a book, saw a documentary, or heard a speech of
Professor Michael Braungart about cradle-to-cradle design. Further inspiration came from
customers and legislation, especially from the European CE action plan. These impulses
led to a framework decision by top management to introduce circular solutions: “The
CE program is strongly supported by the CEO who cheers on the whole thing and raises the bar”
(Interviewee 3). Other firms had already been active in the field of sustainability. In these
cases, the sustainability department identified the CE in the course of trend scouting for new
sustainable investment opportunities. In four companies, no pre-decision for sustainability
or for the CE was taken, but the circular innovation was embedded in the context of
corporate strategy development. All of these cases refer to stand-alone systemic solutions
that are not combined with closed cycle solutions. For instance, larger systemic solutions,
sharing, and pay-per-service offers were not officially defined as circular solutions but
identified as new strategic ideas for the company.
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Figure 1. Process leading to circular project selection (example).

If a pre-decision for the CE was taken, companies searched explicitly for product
and service ideas in the field of CE. Partly, they predefined the intended type of circular
solution, for example recycling. Some companies structured their search along CE models
such as the ReSOLVE framework [7], analyzed market trends, or identified ideas in a
cradle-to-cradle certification process. Idea generation in the context of a cradle-to-cradle
certification aimed at the development of closed cycle solutions with a certain purity of
materials. It followed two steps: First, the company decided whether they should focus on
the biological or the technical material cycle. Second, specific circular ideas were generated,
based on the current product portfolio. When a cradle-to-cradle certification was pursued
in small companies, the owner or CEO was personally in charge of the idea generation
process. In larger companies, the R&D or manufacturing department was responsible.
Additionally, external consultants were involved, mostly Professor Michael Braungart and
the EPEA GmbH. Suppliers were integrated to further develop the identified circular ideas.

Apart from cradle-to-cradle design, the search for circular ideas occasionally occurred
in the sustainability department but was mostly performed in cross-functional teams. These
teams included employees from departments such as business development, marketing,
sales, R&D, manufacturing, sourcing, sustainability, supply chain management, and con-
trolling. Interviewee 12 was a member of a cross-functional team that was led by R&D
and comprised different business units: “First, we only looked at it from an R&D perspective.
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Now, I would never do that again, but simultaneously consider the aspects of marketing poten-
tial and user experience”. The majority of companies also involved external stakeholders,
especially CE consulting firms, lead users, and cross-sector partners such as mechanical
recyclers or sewage facilities. In one case the circular idea was refined in the context of a
cross-industry dialogue with CE pioneer companies from the CE100 network, initiated by
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation. Usually, idea generation was a one-time process. How-
ever, some companies introduced recurring idea workshops with external stakeholders or
pursued an ongoing exchange in CE cross-industry networks to enhance their CE activities.
The four companies that developed systemic solutions in the context of corporate strategy
derived their ideas from an analysis of market trends, changing customer behavior, or new
technologies. In part, their ideas were generated in a regular strategy process.

Once potentially interesting circular ideas had been developed, they were evaluated
based on criteria. Thirty-one of the 45 evaluation criteria presented in Section 4.1 were
applied ex ante and effectively influenced the selection decision in one or more companies.
The other criteria were found to be relevant in retrospect but were not applied in a formal
ex post evaluation. Therefore, empirical findings on the application of criteria refer only
to ex ante evaluations in the context of circular project selection. The criteria used by the
individual companies strongly differ. Frequently named ex ante criteria were innovation
advantage/future potential, differentiation, and competitive advantage, but also investment costs
and pricing/willingness to pay. The majority of evaluations included both qualitative and
quantitative elements, usually with a larger number of qualitative criteria. The main
argument for the introduction of the circular solution was almost exclusively qualitative
and came preferably from the criteria groups differentiation-, customer-, and competitor-related
criteria. The number of applied ex ante criteria ranges from two to eight, but the majority of
companies evaluated three to five criteria. Usually, arguments for and against the circular
solution were considered; however, in four cases only arguments in favor of the circular
innovation were evaluated. Some of the companies relied on a general assessment of
criteria, another part performed a detailed calculation based on an in-depth potential
analysis, external studies, expert interviews, or market tests. Ideas for strategy-related
systemic solutions and ideas for cradle-to-cradle solutions were typically compared to each
other or to linear products. For example, cradle-to-cradle product ideas were assessed in
relation to the current product portfolio and to other cradle-to-cradle options. In the other
cases, circular ideas were mostly evaluated as single projects in absolute judgment, without
the definition of minimum scores or thresholds. None of the interviewees reported the
usage of a pre-defined criteria list to select relevant evaluation criteria. However, when
companies embedded a circular innovation project in the context of ongoing strategic
decision making, they applied their usual strategic approaches of potential and market
analysis also for the circular project.

Regarding the evaluation process, three different procedures could be identified:
First, one management level evaluated and selected the circular innovation. Decision
makers came from top or middle management, for example executive board, CEO, owner,
or Head of Development in a business unit. Second, a cross-functional commission of
two management levels evaluated and decided to introduce the circular solution. Three
companies put in charge a CE steering committee, referring to a board responsible for
promoting and elaborating suggestions on the topic of CE in the company. It was composed
of members such as the CEO, managers from sustainability, production, marketing/sales,
and R&D, as well as the heads of BUs. The management levels involved were mostly middle
and top management. Third, the evaluation consisted of different steps. In about half of the
interviewed companies, the circular innovation was first evaluated by a department such
as sustainability, strategy, or R&D. In a second step, it was advanced to top management or
the head of a region for another evaluation and the final selection decision. In one company,
the evaluation was distributed over three levels of hierarchy, beginning with the strategy
department, followed by the Head of Innovation, and ending with the CEO. The number
of final evaluators was often one person, but ranged from one to 13, especially when a
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committee or the executive board was involved. In principle, all circular project selections
were performed top down. However, the third option included bottom-up elements, as the
first round of evaluation occurred in departments and was not completed by leadership.

5. Discussion

This study is concerned with project selection in circular innovation management. It
examines evaluation criteria for the specific field of circular innovation (RQ 1) and inves-
tigates the context and process of circular project selection (RQ 2). The results show that
different process steps lead to the selection of circular innovation projects. These steps
include a CE framework decision, the development of circular ideas, and the evaluation of
circular projects that can consist of more than one round. The circular innovation process is
often initiated by top management who use their influence as important players [59,60] and
make framework decisions in favor of a CE. The literature found that top-management com-
mitment is a crucial prerequisite for CE implementation [6,18], such that a CE framework
decision on the highest hierarchy level is a promising starting point for circular innovation.
Systemic solutions partly have their origin in corporate strategy without any connection
to CE strategies. Although this is a viable option by which to develop circular solutions,
firms might miss important levers and sustainability opportunities in the company or the
ecosystem. Therefore, it would be recommendable to relate all types of circular solutions to
an overall CE strategy supported by top management.

With respect to the development of circular ideas, the most common approach is
systematic, cross-functional, bottom-up ideation that involves external stakeholders. This
practice accords with existing research that favors bottom-up idea generation [69] and
suggests the involvement of different internal and external stakeholders to identify circular
opportunities [16,21]. In contrast, the evaluation of circular projects is mostly performed
top down, reflecting the structural influence of players such as top management on decision
making [15,59,60]. Due to the importance of top-management support for CE implementa-
tion [18], a top-down approach can have great advantages, not only for a CE framework
decision but also for the evaluation and selection of circular projects. However, external
stakeholders and company culture have a similarly strong influence on the success of
circular innovations [6,20,21]. Therefore, the integration of bottom-up elements in project
evaluation would be advisable to increase the acceptance of circular solutions and develop
a circular mindset in the workforce. Furthermore, bottom-up approaches with external
stakeholders might utilize additional crowd wisdom, align CE initiatives with those of
collaboration partners, and ensure the support of the company’s ecosystem. To realize
the benefits of both approaches, top-down and bottom-up elements should be combined.
Employees and external stakeholders such as customers or suppliers could be involved
in a first round of open evaluation [66], followed by a second round of top-management
evaluation that takes the previous results as its basis. This approach considers the pro-
posal of previous literature to perform the evaluation at different organizational levels
and integrate external stakeholders to obtain a better assessment [63,64]. Alternatively,
external stakeholders and employees from lower hierarchical levels of the company could
become part of a CE steering committee in charge of the selection decision. As suggested
by different authors [31,63,64], a cross-functional team of evaluators is recommended to
increase decision quality.

Circular project selection in CE pioneer companies is usually based on evaluation
criteria. This practice is aligned with the notion of goal-based decision making [23,24],
which emphasizes the importance of decision strategies using multiple organizational
goals as evaluation criteria. The results show that CE pioneer companies consider both
qualitative and quantitative criteria in their selection decisions but tend more toward
qualitative argumentation. The criteria are evaluated at varying levels of detail, with a
similar emphasis on general assessments and in-depth calculations. The level of detail
appropriate for an evaluation depends on the expertise and number of evaluators, but also
on the selection of criteria and the availability of reliable data [22,72,73]. A specialized
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CE steering committee can calculate detailed profitability measures, whereas a consumer
crowd is suitable for a more comprehensive and user-oriented evaluation [67]. Moreover,
if criteria are strongly qualitative [22] or if forecasts are uncertain [6], the evaluation might
better be based on a general assessment.

The findings reveal that companies typically evaluate between three and five criteria
for circular project selection. According to the literature, this number of criteria is common
when numerous ideas are assessed [67]. However, in this study, CE pioneer companies
either made stand-alone decisions or compared their circular projects to only few other
innovations. Therefore, they could have used a larger number of criteria [31,71] to ensure
that all significant aspects of the evaluation would be covered. Since some companies did
not discuss counter arguments for the introduction of a circular solution, the evaluations
might have lacked essential metrics. To choose appropriate criteria and ensure no crucial
arguments for the decision are overlooked, companies can use a comprehensive master
list with potentially relevant criteria as a basis. As decision makers are usually unable
to generate all important criteria for a decision by themselves, the usage of a criteria
framework as master list can raise decision quality [61].

In this study, a criteria framework is developed for the context of circular innovation. It
entails 45 criteria that proved relevant for circular innovation in CE pioneer companies. The
framework includes not only ex ante criteria factually applied in the selection decision, but
also ex post criteria that turned out to be important in retrospect. It structures individual
criteria into criteria groups that describe main aspects of the evaluation. Comparing this
structure with previous literature, it becomes clear that the common criteria groups for
evaluation criteria described in innovation literature, namely product, financial performance,
strategy, organization, network and economic environment [22,25,75] are all covered in the new
framework. However, the structure and composition of criteria groups have been adapted
to the context of circular innovation to make important CE-relevant evaluation aspects
such as cost vs. revenue or business risks vs. implementation risks directly comparable.
One CE-specific criteria group, strategic effects, has been added based on the empirical data.

Criteria groups are further clustered into the dimensions ease of implementation and
performance, inspired by Cooper et al. [80]. The understanding of performance in the
framework does not reflect a mere shareholder view but takes a multiple stakeholder
perspective [111], integrating criteria related to shareholders, customers, employees, cross-
sector companies, and stakeholders from the wider ecosystem. As interconnection with
stakeholders is of particular importance for the transition toward a CE [18,19], the inclusion
of multiple stakeholder perspectives is significant for circular project selection. Dziallas
and Blind [22] structure their evaluation criteria for general innovations into a company-
specific dimension and a contextual dimension. However, this distinction leads to considerable
overlaps and does not reflect the strong interconnectedness of a company with its external
stakeholder system in a CE. To structure the newly developed criteria framework of this
study, the dimensions performance and ease of implementation were selected because they
display two directions that can easily be contrasted in circular innovation. Whereas an
incremental circular solution might not have the best performance lever but is easy to
implement, for a radical circular innovation such as connected mobility, the contrary can
be true.

As circular innovations are also innovations as such, it is not surprising that the
developed framework with a comprehensive criteria list does not only consist of new
criteria but is strongly based on evaluation criteria from general innovation management.
However, the framework adds value to the existing research in three respects: First, it
filters the multitude of evaluation criteria in the innovation literature [22] as well as general
arguments in CE research regarding their importance for circular project selection. Second,
new CE-specific criteria are derived from the data, including corporate image of customer,
coherence of sales story, cross-sector and industry dialogue, value added for stakeholders, and extent
of damage in case of failure. Third, the findings detect CE-specific implications of all evaluation
criteria. This aspect is the most important contribution of the criteria-related findings in
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this study as each criterion is discussed in detail from a circular innovation perspective,
revealing possible implications of the criterion regarding different circular solutions.

For some criteria, the empirical results reveal CE implications that are new to the
literature, because the criteria have been considered only in general innovation research
thus far. Examples include sales potential/market share, addressing customer needs, scalability,
risk of imitation/substitution, development of know-how, and access to customers and sales channels.
For other criteria, the CE implications identified in this study and previous findings in CE
research are congruent. Those criteria comprise revenue stability [87], corporate image [54],
cost and revenue risks [50], availability of know-how [46], and availability of raw materials [6].
However, for the majority of criteria, the literature only discusses certain CE implications,
whereas other considerations and more-detailed insights are missing. A first example is
operating costs. The literature agrees on the ability of a CE to reduce raw material and
energy costs [6,49] but does not consider positive and negative effects on production costs
or increased marketing and sales efforts. A second example is revenue effects on other
products that CE research addresses only in terms of cannibalization [6] without identifying
cross-selling effects on linear products. A third example is the pricing of circular solutions
that the literature usually regards as lower than the pricing of linear alternatives [94]. In
contrast, empirical findings refer to a higher pricing of some circular products.

Furthermore, the criteria-related findings of this study distinguish closed cycle and
systemic solutions, where applicable. The CE literature does not provide such a distinction
but partly refers CE-related aspects to a certain circular solution. The empirical results
show that most criteria are important for both closed cycle and systemic solutions, but
their specific CE implications differ, depending on the type of circular solution. However,
some criteria are particularly relevant for closed cycle solutions, because they have a
strong product focus. Examples include cost-related criteria, technical feasibility, product life,
and product quality. The CE literature agrees with this assessment and clearly allocates
the named criteria to closed cycle solutions [5,6,57]. More surprising is the result that
inductively coded strategic effects such as cross-sector and industry dialogue or value added
for stakeholders are also connected with closed cycle solutions in this study, a finding
not previously reported in the literature. However, the reverse conclusion that systemic
solutions do not lead to strategic effects would be premature. The high relevance of this
criteria group for closed cycle solutions is rather related to the fact that the interviewees
identified aspects such as CE networks and sustainable value creation for society as strategic
effects. Since systemic solutions were derived mainly from corporate strategy without a
specific CE focus, they were consequently not interconnected with CE networks, nor did
they primarily focus on a sustainable value for stakeholders. To take full advantage of
CE-related strategic effects, it is therefore recommended that not only closed cycle but also
systemic innovations be embedded in a CE framework decision.

The proposed criteria framework represents a master list for circular project selection
but does not provide a final criteria selection. Evaluation criteria should always be in line
with corporate goals [23,24] and with the company’s prioritization in a certain decision [27].
Therefore, the selection of criteria must be individualized, depending on the project context.
Nevertheless, the findings offer initial indications regarding the importance of criteria in
the context of circular project selection. Particular significance can be attached to customer-
and differentiation-related criteria, as well as cultural and strategic fit. The relevance of cultural,
strategic, and customer-related aspects is affirmed in the CE literature [20,21], whereas
differentiation is regarded only as a side issue in previous studies [6,46]. Conversely, part
of the CE research considers legislation and technological restraints as crucial influencing
factors [20,21,47] that do not play a leading role in this study. These discrepancies might be
worth investigating in future research.

After defining suitable evaluation criteria for a specific innovation project, the question
arises as to the form that the assessment of criteria should take. In the majority of CE
pioneer companies, managers estimated the effect of circular solutions on evaluation criteria
rather informally without defining minimum values or comparing the project to other
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innovations and existing products. This approach is simple but might lead to a subjective
selection decision or the preferential treatment of top management’s favorite projects.
One option to ensure stronger objectivity is the application of a multi-criteria decision
model [26,27,113]. Decision models can support the assessment of both quantitative and
qualitative criteria. They enable comparison with other product ideas or existing products
and are especially suitable when many criteria are to be evaluated. An example for a
frequently used multi-criteria decision model is the weighted-sum model [113]. This model
has the advantage that criteria are considered according to their relative importance for
a specific selection decision. Additionally, it is highly transparent and thus facilitates the
involvement of internal and external stakeholders in project selection. Criteria applied in
the model should be aligned with the company’s usual performance measures. Moreover,
evaluation values must be normalized to enable different units of measurement, such as
euros and percentages, to be compared [114]. Evaluation scores can be calculated for each
criteria group such that the strengths and weaknesses of different innovation projects are
easily weighed against each other.

The following propositions for the context of circular project selection can be derived
from the findings of this study:

1. Top management should take a CE framework decision at the beginning of the
innovation process.

2. For circular idea generation, cross-functional collaboration and the involvement of
external stakeholders are advisable.

3. For the evaluation of circular projects, bottom-up and top-down approaches should
be combined.

4. Evaluation criteria must be adapted to the specific project and the firm’s corporate
objectives. The criteria framework provided in this study can serve as a master list.

5. The appropriate number of criteria and the level of detail depend on the type of
evaluation, the evaluators, and the availability of data.

6. The evaluation of circular innovation projects should be compared to other innova-
tions and existing products, for example in a multi-criteria decision model.

This study makes a theoretical contribution by connecting the research streams CE
and innovation. It investigates project selection in circular innovation management, a
topic only scarcely addressed by existing literature. The study enhances CE knowledge
by examining the context and process of circular project selection and by providing a CE-
specific criteria framework. The practical contribution of this research addresses companies
that plan to be engaged in circular innovation. It is significant for them to choose a suitable
process and the right evaluation criteria for circular project selection. The future success
of circular innovations is difficult to measure [16]; thus, an unsuitable selection of criteria
might prevent the implementation of promising ideas. Furthermore, a CE-friendly mindset
within the company and the involvement of key stakeholders are crucial for the successful
implementation of circular innovations [18,20,21]. If a circular project is evaluated only by
managers with a strict linear business understanding and not supported by the workforce
and relevant external stakeholders, it might already be doomed to failure. This research
shares the experience of CE pioneer companies, develops propositions for the process
leading to circular project selection, and provides a criteria framework as a master list for
the evaluation of circular innovations.

Three main limitations can be identified for this study. First, the qualitative research
design restricts generalizability and an objective validation of the results. Although a
broad variety of companies from diverse industries, of different size, and with B2B and
B2C customers was interviewed, the sample was too small to achieve full generalizability.
Future research should therefore investigate evaluation criteria and their CE-specific impli-
cations in a quantitative approach. Second, the broad sample led to a lack of detailed and
specialized insights regarding certain sectors and types of companies such that it would be
valuable to propose future qualitative research segmented according to industry, company
size, and type of circular solution. Third, the sample comprises only CE pioneer examples
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that were finally implemented. This sampling decision could produce a bias regarding
CE-friendly evaluation criteria. The inclusion of positive and negative ex post criteria
mitigates this bias. Regardless, it might be of interest for future research to compare circular
project selections with diverging decision outcomes and market success. Regarding deci-
sion processes in circular innovation projects, future research might distinguish between
different industries, types of companies, and circular solutions in qualitative approaches.
Moreover, topics such as stakeholder involvement in circular innovation management or
the strategic implications of CE framework decisions could be more deeply investigated.
Despite its limitations, the study is one of the first to discuss project selection in the context
of circular innovation and thus contributes valuable insights to the CE literature.

6. Conclusions

This research focuses on two main objectives: First, it examines relevant evaluation
criteria for circular innovation and structures them into a comprehensive framework.
Second, it studies the context and process of circular project selection and investigates
how the identified evaluation criteria are applied. A qualitative research approach enables
deep insights into practices and assessments of CE pioneer companies to be collected. The
sample was deliberately composed of diverse circular solutions, companies, and industries
to ensure the validity of the findings for a broad range of circular innovations. The study
makes a theoretical contribution by connecting the research streams of CE and innovation
and by adding valuable knowledge on circular project selection to the CE literature. The
practical contribution relates to companies on their way toward a CE. The findings may
guide them on the process of circular project selection and on potentially relevant evaluation
criteria. Considering the expected global resource scarcity and environmental problems,
the CE can significantly impact the future of our economy. Investing now in game-changing
circular solutions can make the difference between success and failure in the long term.
Against this background, companies have a strong interest in being prepared for the new
challenges of coming decades. If a CE is really “inevitable” [1], the courage of a company to
rethink its own business model and question linear economic principles will be crucial. As
Hermann Mulder, Chairman of the Global Reporting Initiative, says: “Nothing is impossible,
particularly if it is inevitable” [6] (p. 84).
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